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SYNTHESIS OF THE EVIDENCE

 range check for implausible values

 check for internal consistency

 Emphasis on size of effect estimates
(RR/OR for dichotomous variables,
mean differences for continuous
variables) and their statistical precision
(confidence limits – generally 95%)

 ITT analyses preferred over PP
(interventions)
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SYNTHESIS OF THE EVIDENCE

At study level:

 request missing data from
the authors

 re-analysis of the data

 To consider what is feasible
and appropriate case by
case

 To transparently explain
and report all choices
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SYNTHESIS OF THE EVIDENCE

 by study type / exposure assessment /
bias level / endpoints

 (dose-response) meta-analyses

 Crude and adjusted models

 Sub-group and sensitivity analyses, also to
identify sources of heterogeneity

 Flexible approach - to consider (and
adequately report) what is feasible and
appropriate case by case
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SYNTHESIS OF THE EVIDENCE
Nutrients 2017, 9(9), 950;

JAHA 2016, 5, e004210;
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SYNTHESIS OF THE EVIDENCE

Possible sources of heterogeneity –
due to effect modification, confounding,
or real changes in the etiological
relation:

 age, gender

 type of dentition (for dental caries)

 type of sugar/food source

 study location (country/continent)

 duration of follow-up

 risk of bias (RoB)

 funding source
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SYNTHESIS OF THE EVIDENCE

Influence analysis by examining:

 whether removal of single studies
influences the results of the meta-
analyses

 the reasons underlying such an
effect
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SYNTHESIS OF THE EVIDENCE

By:

 simple and ‘subjective’ approach
(visual inspection of funnel plots)

 More ‘objective’ methods: Egger's
regression test, trim-and-fill analysis

https://bids.berkeley.edu/news/visual
izing-publication-bias-case-funnel-plots
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INTEGRATING AND WEIGHING THE EVIDENCE

 Step-wise and flexible approach
depending on what is feasible and
appropriate given the available
evidence

 Protocol based on theoretical
framework
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WOE– TWO MOST RELEVANT EFSA DOCUMENTS
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a. Dose-response Meta-analysis

 Combining different studies by endpoint and study type

c. DR Meta-analysis + WoE (preferred method)

b. WoE – weight of evidence

 Combining results for different but related endpoints (e.g.
disease outcomes and surrogate endpoints related to the
same chronic disease)

WoE – weight of evidence

2. Outcome sub-Q 5 and 6

INTEGRATING AND WEIGHING THE EVIDENCE

1. Sub-Q 5 and 6
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INTEGRATING AND WEIGHING THE EVIDENCE

 Weight of evidence: assessing relative support for possible
answer to the questions object of an assessment

 Three steps:
1) Assembling the evidence
2) Weighing the evidence
3) Integrating the evidence

WoE
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INTEGRATING AND WEIGHING THE EVIDENCE

2. Outcome sub-Q 5 and 6 3. Outcome sub-Q 3,4 and 7WoE

4. Conclusions on risk assessment of free sugars intake

Possible scenarios:

 Different levels of intake for different targets (e.g. dental
caries, body weight gain, type 2 diabetes) and/or population
subgroups (e.g. adults, children)

 One level of intake for one or more targets (e.g. for obesity
and/or type 2 diabetes)

 Evidence does not allow setting a level of intake for free
sugars: identification of data gaps and uncertainties
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INTEGRATING AND WEIGHING THE EVIDENCE

 By expert judgement, more than category rating

 Different methods available

 Formal or semi-formal methods for expert knowledge elicitation (EKE) will be
used where appropriate

 Detailed protocols will be established for each stage of the assessment

 Each stage will be reported in a fully transparent way

Approaches to integrate and weigh evidence cannot be defined in detail in advance
Flexible methods to be used depending on available evidence and needs

WoE
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UNCERTAINTY

 May both hide true associations or generate spurious ones

 May not be easily predicted in which direction and to what extent it
operates

 How the different sources of uncertainties may interact could not be easily
assessed

 May occur at three locations in risk assessment: conceptualizing the
problem, analysis and communicating the results (Briggs et al. 2009)
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UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

 Uncertainties can arise at each step of the assessment process

 Uncertainties to be assessed with reference to
each of them and to their overall, combined effect

 To separate uncertainties about ‘questions of interests’ (yes/no) and
‘quantities involved’ (how much)

 To be systematically identified for each sub-question

 Formal or semi-formal methods for expert knowledge elicitation (EKE)
to be used to evaluate overall uncertainty of the assessment
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SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY –EXAMPLES/1

Uncertainties in the estimates of free sugar intake in European countries:

 From inaccuracies in mapping food consumption data in FoodEx2

 From analytical errors

 From real changes and trends over time/space of free sugar intake

 From errors in estimating the levels of total sugars in the national food
composition tables

 From errors in attributing levels of free sugars to foods from their content of
total sugars

 From replacing missing values by values of similar food groups in the free
sugars intake estimation process.
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SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY –EXAMPLES/2

Uncertainties in the body of evidence for disease / surrogate endpoints will be
identified by considering:

 free sugar exposure assessment

 extrapolation from one sugar/particular source to all sugars from all sources

 consistency of results across studies and/or endpoints

 internal and external validity (bias, directness, generalisability, applicability)
of the included studies

 precision of effect/association estimates and/or dose–response models

 overall gaps in knowledge
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CHARACTERIZING AND REPORTING UNCERTAINTY

Uncertainties in this scientific assessment will be:

 Identified as much as possible

 Assessed quantitatively whenever possible

 Reported clearly and unambiguously in the assessment, focusing on
both the single uncertainties and their overall combined amount, and
eventually on their potential impact on the assessment conclusions
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SYNTHESIS AND WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE & UNCERTAINTY
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